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What’s available?
There are no current Apps for an Ontario Parks
Reservation System. There is an App you can download
for Android devices, but functions are extremely limited.
For day users, the first come, first serve system is not
reliable due to capacity filling up too fast. It is extremely
difficult to find out about remaining capacity at any given
time – especially on your way there – and no visibility of
the number of available spots left.
Although there is a new pilot for reserving for day use at a
handful of parks, having quick and reliable access to
real-time information would solve many issues.
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Project Description
An Ontario Parks ‘Day Trippers’ App can facilitate
planning processes in having access to a real-time
tracker that quickly shows location capacity and
availability, and being able to reserve a day trip to 17
of the 45 locations – as per recent piloted program –
without having to go through the website’s
complicated Reservation System.
Quicker and simpler access will generate more
visitors to the right park. This will facilitate the day
use process for avid Ontario Parkers, as well as give
opportunity to new visitors to explore a location, and
potentially plan for future overnight visits.
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Interview Script

Intro

(Planning a destination)

Hello! How are you today?

When planning for such trips, how do you first
decide what park you would like to visit?

What is your occupation?
What are some activities you like to do on
weekends or when time off is taken?

“ Now that I have a boat, I’m

(Reserving)
Body

looking forward to all the boat

When is the last time you went to a public park?

launches! – Edward

What were the reasons for going?

“ I enjoy Wasaga Beach. I don’t

When was the last time you went camping or
RVing, and how long do you usually go for?

enjoy the journey to get to this

What are some of your main reasons for going?

destination. – Maria

Where did you go last, and how was that
experience for you?

“ There’s not a system [that] allows

Who do you plan with, and who do you normally
go with?

When is the last time you went to a public beach
here in Ontario?

you to find what’s still available…

What are some of your main reasons for going?

it’s very hard to navigate. – Jean

Tell me about a negative public park and/or beach
experience.
Tell me about a negative camping/RVing
experience.

If you have done so before, what systems have you
used to make reservations?
When using an online reservation system, what
main information do you first look for?
What area of this reservation system do you like?
What area of this reservation system you would
want improved?
If this reservation system was an App, what
services would you primarily use it for?
Conclusion
Do you have any other public park experiences
that you would like to share?
Do you have any questions?
Thank you for your time!
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User Interviews - Insights
Tasks

Influences

Booking from system.

Parks are very popular.

Planning ahead of time.

Short summer months.

Arriving on time.

A nice escape.

Reserving a spot.

To build memories.

the number of available spots left.

Pain Paints

Feelings

Although there is a new pilot for reserving for day

Covid restrictions.

Frustration

Only 17 of 45 locations.

Annoyance

Website system.

Confusion

Sent back upon arrival.

Hopeful

The first come, first serve system is not reliable
due to capacity filling up too fast.
It is extremely difficult to find out about
remaining capacity at any given time – especially
on your way there – and there is no visibility of

use at a handful of parks, having quick and
reliable access to real-time information will solve
many issues.
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Persona 1

Bio
Kristine works a 9 to 5 job, and enjoys working from home. Although there is flexibility
during the day when she is home alone, her house gets busy on evenings and weekends
when her husband and two kids are there.

Kristine
Volkov
Archetype
Go-getter

Education
Bachelor’s in Business

Salary
90k

Age
40

Occupation
Finance Advisor

Status
Married

“ Ontario’s beauty always surprises
me. It’s easy to forget how close a
nice escape from the city is.

When the weather permits, Kristine likes to plan a day trip, or small weekend getaway at
short notice at a provincial park.
Personality Traits & Behaviours
As a natural go-getter, Kristine enjoys planning and organizing. For her, organizing a day
trip to an unknown location is exciting – especially when it involves the outdoors.

Adventurous

Dedicated

Understanding

Organized

Personal Goals
Areas like Ontario Parks are where Kristine enjoys building memories with her family,
and gets a chance to reconnect with nature. Kristine enjoys how organized the parks are,
once she is there.
Frustrations
First come, first serve basis
is stressful, and unreliable.
On busy days, the parks
don’t answer calls as they
are too busy.

Pain Points
Day use service and
reservations are more
complex than ever
since covid.

Reservations
Purchasing a daily vehicle
permit gives me assurance
that I have a spot available
for my family at the park.

Some parks have options
to reserve for day use. Why
not all?
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Persona 2

Bio
Ryan’s career has everything to do with the outdoors, but as a landscape designer most of
his time is spent indoors in front of a computer.

Ryan
Lacroix
Archetype
Explorer

Education
Landscape Architecture

Salary
75k

Age
29

Occupation
Urban Planner

Status
Engaged

“ Rock climbing is not always done
on large mountains. Ontario offers
surprising heights.

An avid rock climber and outdoorsman, Ryan always finds time to do outdoor activities.
It is a great life balance for him.
Personality Traits & Behaviours
Although now engaged and planning for a wedding, as well as looking to buy a house with
his fiance, Ryan’s time in nature is part of his lifestyle. This is a connection he
embarrasses, and loves to share with his partner, friends and family.

Planner

Detailed Oriented

Achiever

Patient

Personal Goals
Ryan enjoys the options to visit when wanting to climb at one of Ontario’s Provincial Parks.
From previous experience, Ryan and his rock-climbing entourage can rely on Ontario
Parks as a preferred service.
Frustrations
Not knowing the capacity
limits.
It’s easier for me to
navigate through a cliff
than Ontario Parks’
Reservation System.

Pain Points
Website’s Reservation
System is confusing to
navigate and requires a
computer.

Reservations
Reserving through an app
would help me plan last
minute trips a lot faster.
Get me and my crew on
the cliffs!
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IA
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User Flow 1 – Creating an Account
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Task 1 Sketches – Creating an Account
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Wireframes
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User Flow 2 – Making a Reservation
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Task 2 Sketches– Making a Reservation
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Wireframes
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Bread and Butter
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User Testing

After designing a high fidelity version

Below is a series of screenshots of the

of the app, I had 3 people user test

edited pages, supported by either a

the prototype.

personal note (in black) or a user’s
note (in red).

I collected and reflected the feedback
from the comments received.

You can also find a link to the
prototype on page 21.

I added this feedback as descriptions to
my Sketch file while making these
modifications.
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UI Testing Revisions
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UI Testing Revisions
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UI Testing Revisions
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UI Testing Revisions
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Clickable Prototype
Please click on the image on the right.
This will bring you to the InVision
prototype with new edits made.
Link here.
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Moving Forward

I would like to revisit the content from
the people I have interviewed, and
practice the interview exercises from
class to build a better empathy map(s)
for my persona(s).
I would also like to expand on the
heuristic evaluation of the user interface
design. There may be a chance to revisit
the original Ontario Parks website to
help conclude this evaluation.
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UI Kit
To begin the style package for this project, I used familiar elements to voice the existing Ontario Parks Website and brand. This included the Font Family Calibri, and the
company’s primary colors.
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Thank you!
User Experience Design Course
Justin Chateauvert
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